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whereas the neighboring lands were habitable. No longer ago than
500 b.c. most of Europe north of the Alps was very sparsely populated.
The forests which then covered most parts were almost unbroken by
clearings. Thus what are now the best parts of Europe were ready to
receive abundant immigrants just as was America two thousand years
later. These immigrants came mostly from Asia or Eastern Europe,
but some were from the south. Part drifted into the new regions in
small groups. Others came in the barbarian invasions which are a
famous phase of European history. When people migrate into new
regions in this way they encounter great clanger, difficulty, and hardship.
Hence there is almosFsure to be TTjgidjprocess of riafiiral selection. As a
rule only those who are strongly endowed with what is ca^djhe^gioneer
spirit succeed in establishing themselves. This does not mean that the
pioneers have better intellects than the people who stay at home. It
does mean that they have more than the average degree of bravery,
physical energy ? optirai^rn, love of adventure, enterprise, aricT ability to
a3apt themselves to new condition^Those who lack^these quaHHes
tend either to stay at home or die out when they emigrate. The death
rate among women and children under such circumstances is extremely
high, and the vigorous and more intelligent are the most likely to sur-
vive. When the whole community possesses the qualities named above,
as happens among people who have endured prolonged and difficult
migrations, the children for generation after generation inherit them.
Thus the migrations into Northern and Western Europe during early .
historic times, and the further migrations from Europe to the New
World and Australia before migration became easy, gave the cyclonic
regions an unusually active and adaptable type of inhabitant. The
spirit of activity and initiative is part of their inheritance.
As to the climate, we have already seen that the cyclonic climates
arc rarely handicapped bv unduly long summers or by winters that are
seriously depressive. More important than this, however, is the fact
"that the frequcnT'storms make the Climate remarkably healthful and
invigorating for man, while the frequent rains at fliljs*a«nn£?5r^gyy
favorable to agriculture. Just how much of the successoT'tEe^people
of the cyclonic regions is due to climate and how much to inheritance, •
it is hard to say, but these two factors stand back of the others which
will now be discussed.
Food Products of Cyclonic Regions
Wheat. In order to gain a clear idea of the conditions which make
cyclonic regions so favorable to the production of food, let us examine
some of the chief food products and study their distribution as shown

